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In their book Enterprise Integration Patterns: Designing, Building, and Deploying Messaging Solutions [EIP], Gregor Hohpe and Bobby Woolf elaborate on the subject of Enterprise Application Integration using messaging. They present, discuss, and illustrate over sixty EAI design patterns. These patterns, they believe, are key patterns most designers of EAI solutions will use when building enterprise integration solutions. Most examples in [EIP] use raw C# and raw Java to illustrate details of EAI patterns under discussion. Most of these patterns can be implemented succinctly, elegantly, and comprehensively using tools and technologies provided in the Sun Java Composite Application Platform Suite [Java CAPS].

This book is about implementing selected enterprise integration patterns, discussed in [EIP], using Java CAPS as the means to building practical enterprise integration solutions. It bridges the gap between the somewhat abstract pattern language and the practical implementation details. It is designed for integration architects, solution architects, and developers who wish to quickly implement enterprise solutions with Java CAPS. It discusses how enterprise integration patterns can be implemented quickly and efficiently by leveraging the Java CAPS tools and the authors' field experience.

While this book discusses Java CAPS implementation of [EIP] patterns, it does not discuss the patterns in depth. It is assumed that you are already familiar with the subject and need to apply the theoretical knowledge using Java CAPS.

This book is also about basics of the essential Java CAPS Suite components, based on the premise that you cannot apply patterns if you cannot effectively use the tools with which to do it. Since the complete Java CAPS offering has so many components, including ones that are not essential to integration, this book elaborates only on the basic integration tools: eGate, eInsight, eWays, and Java Message Service (JMS).

This book also provides information you may need to effectively use Java CAPS. A considerable amount of Java CAPS-related material, provided in the text, is not published anywhere else.

The accompanying CD-ROM provides over 60 detailed examples that illustrate concepts and patterns under discussion. Some examples are high level, illustrating specific points. Other examples follow a step-by-step approach.

Java CAPS projects discussed and developed as examples are available for import and perusal.
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C Programming: Just the FaqsSams Publishing, 1995

	What is a FAQ ? It’s a Frequently Asked Question. You can see FAQs just about everywhere in the online

	community. They originated in the USENET groups on the Internet as a way to answer users’ most common

	questions regarding the groups. The FAQs files were efficient. Instead of answering the same questions over...
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Theory of Linear Operations (North-Holland Mathematical Library)North Holland, 1987
The theory of operators, created by V. Volterra, has as its object the study of functions defined on infinite-dimensional spaces. This theory has penetrated several highly important areas of mathematics in an essential way: suffice it to recall that the theory of integral equations and the calculus of variations are included as special cases within...
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Handbook of Mathematical Methods in Imaging (Springer Reference)Springer, 2010

	The Handbook of Mathematical Methods in Imaging provides a comprehensive treatment of the mathematical techniques used in imaging science. The material is grouped into two central themes, namely, Inverse Problems (Algorithmic Reconstruction) and Signal and Image Processing. Each section within the themes covers applications (modeling),...
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web2pyLulu.com, 2010

	The official web2py manual. 3rd Edition. Includes many new pages (537 total).


	web2py was launched in 2007 and now, after three years of continuous development, we have reached a very much needed third edition of this book. During this time web2py has managed to win the affection of many knowledgeable users and developers who share...
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Spotify For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011


	T

	here’s no denying it: A revolution in how people consume music is well

	underway, and Spotify’s at the center of all the action. Just a decade ago,

	it was normal for people to wander into a music store and buy an artist’s CD

	after hearing a few catchy tracks on the radio or reading a few good newspaper...
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UX for Beginners: A Crash Course in 100 Short LessonsO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Apps! Websites! Rubber Ducks! Naked Ninjas! This book has everything. If you want to get started in user experience design (UX), you've come to the right place: 100 self-contained lessons that cover the whole spectrum of fundamentals.

	
		Forget dry, technical material. This book—based on the wildly popular UX...
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